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Abstract—DC Smart Grids represent an alternative to 
traditional AC power distribution systems. The power conversion 
stage, interfacing the AC and the DC distribution systems, is the 
enabling technology to manage multiple DC loads and sources. 
The three-stage Smart Transformer (ST) is a promising solution, 
because it includes a DC/DC power conversion stage providing a 
DC Multibus in output. The modular ST architecture supplies 
several DC outputs, which allow interfacing a DC Smart Grid 
with the AC power system. In this paper, the three-stage ST is 
based on a Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) converter for the AC/DC 
power conversion, whereas Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converters 
are adopted for the DC/DC power conversion stage. The 
peculiarity is that the DC voltage balancing is performed by the 
DC/DC power conversion stage instead of the CHB converter. It 
is advantageous for DC Smart Grids applications where the 
power sharing among the DC sources and loads is often not 
balanced. The design of the entire control system is based on the 
detailed small signal model of the AC/DC and DC/DC power 
conversion stages of the ST. High dynamic performance of the 
voltage balancing is fulfilled due to the commonly high switching 
frequency of the DAB converters.

Index Terms— Smart Transformer, DC Smart Grids, CHB 
Converter, DAB converter, DC voltage control.

I. INTRODUCTION

C power distribution systems have gained interest in the 
last years both in transportation applications and in Smart 
Grids due to the possibility to increase the efficiency of 

the system, reducing the number of power conversion stages 
and avoiding harmonic distortion and reactive power 
management issues [1-6]. Nevertheless, one of the main 
obstacles towards the spread of the DC Smart Grids is 
represented by the difficulty to manage multiple DC 
connections, interfacing with the main AC power distribution 
system and ensuring flexible operation. DC Smart Grids 
supply the loads autonomously in island operation, or the 
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same loads could be supplied by an active rectifier (AC/DC) 
connected to the AC power distribution system. The storage 
systems inside the DC Smart Grid should be charged directly 
by the DC sources or by the AC power system through the 
active rectifier [7]. Hence the role of the AC/DC power 
conversion stage is pivotal.

Looking at the future development of the AC power 
distribution system, a lot of recent research has been devoted 
to the power electronics interface, which enables to replace the 
traditional transformer with a Smart Transformer (ST) [8-13]. 
The aim of the ST is to provide multiple and flexible 
connections and to provide advanced control functionalities, 
which the conventional transformer was not able to provide. It 
has been demonstrated that modular STs can provide higher 
reliability and availability than non-modular topologies due to 
fault tolerance capability and possible reconfiguration in case 
of faults [14-16]. 

Among the possible ST topologies, the three-stage ST is 
based on a first AC/DC power conversion stage connected to 
the MV distribution system, a second DC/DC power 
conversion stage, which fulfills galvanic isolation and voltage 
gain variation, and a last DC/AC power conversion stage for 
providing the LV output [17-18]. In case of modular 
topologies, the DC/DC power conversion stage provides 
multiple and flexible outputs, which can be combined in order 
to create a DC Multibus [4], [19]. Hence, in this scenario, the 
first two stages of a three-stage modular ST can represent the 
enabling technology to interface the DC Smart Grids with the 
main AC power system.

Analyzing the power converters topologies, the Cascaded 
H-Bridge (CHB) converter, which consists of several H-
Bridges connected in series for each phase, is recognized as a 
potential candidate for the ST, because of its modularity, 
scalability and high power quality performance. Focusing on 
the CHB converter, the DC voltage balancing among the 
different power cells has represented one of the main research 
topics in order to avoid overvoltages on the power devices. 
Numerous DC voltage balance techniques have been 
developed [20-26]. These techniques have been applied to the 
ST too, where commonly the AC/DC power conversion stage 
is in charge of the DC voltage balancing. In particular in [27], 
[28] and [29] a review of the CHB DC voltage balancing 
techniques for ST application is presented. Many of these 
techniques aim to achieve both voltage and power balance 
[30-31]. Differently, for DC Smart Grids applications, the 
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modular ST has to guarantee the possibility to operate with 
power unbalances among the different power conversion cells 
and maintaining the DC-links voltages balanced. Indeed, 
considering the DC Smart Grids operation, storages, loads and 
sources cannot be assumed processing the same power at each 
DC-link. Instead, the loads are supplied to maintain the 
reference DC voltage value. Besides, recent research in the ST 
control, such as the power routing technique [32-33], suggests 
also to manage different power by the different power 
conversion cells in order to increase the ST reliability.

In Fig. 1, the first two stages of a three-stage ST are shown 
where the AC/DC power conversion stage is in charge of the 
DC voltage balancing. Each power cell of the CHB converter 
is connected to a Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converter, as 
shown in Fig. 2, creating a DC Multibus. The DAB converter 
topology offers many advantages, such as: bidirectional power 
flow, high step up/down capabilities and Zero Voltage 
Switching (ZVS), depending on the operating condition. The 
bidirectional power flow capability makes it an attractive 
choice when it is needed to control power exchange between 
energy storage and loads, enabling power flow in both 
directions. The high step up/down voltage capability provides 
flexibility to the DC Multibus thanks to the possibility to 
extend the voltage range and to ensure galvanic isolation 
avoiding faults propagation. In Fig. 1-2 VDC,i denotes the i-th 
output voltage of the CHB converter, Vo denotes the output 
voltage of the DAB converters. The DC-links provided in 
output by the DAB converters can be connected to loads, 
storage, and DC sources separately or can be connected in 
parallel on the basis of the DC Smart Grid configuration. 

Since loads are commonly not equal, the possibility to 
balance the DC voltages in the DC/DC power conversion 
stage instead of the first stage (CHB converter) results 
advantageous due to the proximity to the DC Smart Grid 
distribution system. It represents the main goal of the present 
paper.

In the literature, there are proposed very few examples of 
DC voltage balancing controls operated by the DAB 
converters stage in ST. In particular, in [34] the loads are 
supposed to be balanced and the DC voltage imbalances, 
caused just by mismatch of the DAB parameters, are 
compensated using a different PI controller for each DAB 
converter. For this reason the method does not facilitate the 
practical implementation. 

Fig. 1. Control structure of the first and the second stage of a three-stage ST 
where the AC/DC stage is in charge of the DC voltage balancing function.

Fig. 2. First and second stage of a three-stage modular ST based on CHB and 
DAB converters.

A simple and practical control to balance the DC voltages at 
the output of the DAB converters is proposed in [35] where 
the phase-shift of each DAB converter is modified differently 
in order to achieve this purpose. However, no control tuning 
details are provided in [35] and the dynamics coupling among 
the DAB converters and the CHB converters is not taken into 
account. Hence the effect of possible DC-links voltage 
variations of the CHB converter on the output voltage of the 
DAB converters are not considered in the control design.

In this work, the small signal modeling of the entire power 
stage leads to take into account the coupling among the CHB 
converter and the DAB converters dynamics. The design of 
the complete control system is based on the detailed small 
signal model of the AC/DC and DC/DC power conversion 
stages of the ST. The detailed model of the ST represents one 
of the main contributions of this work. Very few papers can be 
found on this topics and in these papers the analysis is focused 
just on single parts of the ST [36-39].

The proposed control structure of the overall system is 
represented in Fig. 3. The CHB converter controls the AC 
current and the CHB DC-links voltages, whereas the DAB 
converters control their DC-links output voltages, 
compensating the effects of voltage variations on the DAB 
converters output. Instability issues are avoided, because all 
controllers are tuned on the basis of the theoretical model of 
the ST and high dynamic performances can be achieved. The 
results are compared with the performances provided in case 
the DC voltage balancing is performed by the CHB converter. 

The DAB converters are characterized by higher switching 
frequencies than the CHB converter due to the presence of a 
medium frequency transformer. In case of the CHB converter, 
such switching frequencies cannot be used in order to achieve 
an acceptable efficiency [40]. This peculiarity is exploited in 
order to improve the dynamic performance of the proposed
voltage balancing control.
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Fig. 3. ST control structure where the DC/DC stage is in charge of DC voltage 
balancing.

It represents a significant improvement since larger control 
bandwidth involves plug and play feature to the overall system 
which can be able to identify and rapidly respond to changes 
due to DC sources insertion or disconnections, loads 
variations, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II 
the small signal model of the first and second stage of the ST 
is presented, in Section III the proposed control scheme is 
described. The simulation and experimental results are 
discussed in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is given in 
Section V.

II. MODEL OF THE SMART TRANSFORMER

The considered case-study is shown in Fig. 2. An average 
model of the ST is shown in Fig. 4. In this model, the CHB 
converter is represented as the sum of N voltage sources 
connected to the main AC grid voltage e through an inductive 
filter Lg.

The output voltage vAB,i of each CHB power cell can be 
defined as:

, , 1, 2,...,AB i i DC iv mV with i N (1)
where VDC,i is the corresponding DC-link voltage and mi the
corresponding modulating signal.
The DC current of the i-th CHB power cell is indicated as iDC,i
and it can be defined as:

, 1, 2,...,DC i i gi m i with i N (2)

The DAB converters are represented both in input and in 
output as current sources, denoting the input current as IDAB,i
and the output current as Io,i.

Fig. 4. CHB and DAB converters average model.

The DAB converter average model can be analytically 
derived studying the behavior of the current that flows through 
the transformer leakage inductance Lk. The input and output 
average currents can be evaluated, as described in [41]. Due to 
the symmetry of the circuit, the output and input currents over 
half a cycle of each DAB converter are described with the 
following equations:

,
,

1
1,2,...,

2
o DAB i i

DAB i
k i

V T
I with i N

L n (3)

,
,

,

1
1,2,...,

2
DC i DAB i i

o i
k i

V T
I with i N

L n (4)

where n is the DAB transformer turn ratio, TDAB represents the 
DAB switching period, (-0.5 < 5) is the phase-shift 
angle (expressed in p.u. with respect to ) between the voltage 
at the primary and secondary side of the DAB transformer, Vo
is the DAB output voltage.

A. Model of the CHB converter

Starting from the average model of the CHB converter 
defined in (1-2), the following equations can be derived 
describing the CHB converter with unitary power factor 
operation:

,
1

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

N
g

g i DC i
i

dI t
L M t V t E t

dt (5)

,
,

( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1,..,
2

DC i
i i g DAB i

dV t
C M t I t I t i N

dt (6)

where E is the amplitude of the grid voltage vector, Ig is the 
amplitude of the grid current vector and M is the amplitude of 
the modulating signal vector. With a perfectly balanced load, 
therefore with similar voltages, each cell is driven with the 
same modulating signal:

,

( )
( ) ( ) ( )g

g DC i

dI t
L N M t V t E t

dt (7)

,
,

( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1,..,
2

DC i
i g DAB i

dV t
C M t I t I t i N

dt (8)

In (7)-(8), the terms M(t)VDC,i(t) and M(t)Ig(t) are nonlinear. 
The small signal linearization around the equilibrium point at 
the rated conditions is necessary in order to derive a linear 
model of the CHB in the Laplace domain.

Neglecting the second-order signal perturbations, the small 
signal linearization of (7) and (8) leads to:

, ,
g

g DC i DC i

dI
L N MV MV

dt (9)

,
,2 2DC i

i g g DAB i

dV
C MI MI I

dt (10)

where (   ) denotes small perturbation, and (   ) denotes 
steady-state value. These two linear equations can be 
expressed in the Laplace domain, resulting in:
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, ,( ) ( )
( ) DC i DC i

g
g

NV M s NMV s
I s

L s (11)

,
,

( ) ( ) 2 ( )
( )

2
g g DAB i

DC i
i

M s I MI s I s
V s

C s (12)

From (11), the small signal modulation signal M is derived:

,

,

( ) ( )
( ) g g DC i

DC i

L I s s NMV s
M s

NV (13)

By substituting (13) in (12), the transfer function between
each DC-link voltage and the correspondent AC current and 
input current of the DAB results in:

, ,
,,

( 1) 2( )
1 1

DC i DC iz
g DAB iDC i

g gp p

V T s VV s I s I s
I T s I M T s

(14)

where Tz and Tp are defined as follows: 

,

,

2g g DC i i
z p

DC i g

I L V C
T T

NV M I M (15)

(14) indicates that the voltage variation on the DC-link of each 

H-Bridges depends both on the grid current gI and DC 

current ,DAB iI variations. In the model, ,DAB iI is considered as 
a disturbance to be rejected by the voltage control loop. The 
small signal model of the CHB converter is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Small signal model of the 2N+1 level CHB converter.

B. Model of the DAB converters

The average model of the DAB, as presented in (3)-(4),
contains nonlinearity in the actuating term 1i i .
Furthermore, this term is multiplied in (3) with the controlled 
output voltage Vo and in (4) it is multiplied with the input 
voltage VDC,i.

In order to control the output voltage with a linear 
controller, it becomes necessary to derive a linear model of the 
DAB converter around a stable steady-state point. Considering 
(3)-(4) and a perturbation around their steady-state points, it
results:

,
,

1 2 1
2

DAB
DAB i i i o o i i

k i

T
I V V

L n (16)

, , ,
,

1 2 1
2

DAB
o i i i DC i DC i i i

k i

T
I V V

L n (17)

It is assumed that all the DAB converters have the same 
parameters. For the modeling, all the DAB converters are 
assumed to provide the same output voltage Vo, which is DC 
voltage level chosen for the power distribution system in the 
Smart Grid. Considering that some of the outputs of the DC 
Multibus can be connected in parallel on the basis of the 
configuration of the DC Smart Grid, the small signal model of 
the overall DC/DC power conversion stage is derived 
assuming that the DAB converters outputs are parallel 
connected and supply a resistive load denoted as Ro :

,
1 , 1

N
o

o o i o o
i o o i

R
I I V s I

R NC s (18)

Hence, substituting (17) in (18), it results in:

,
1 ,

,

1 2
1 2

1

N
o DAB

o i i DC i
io o k i

DC i i i

R TV s V
R C s L n

V
(19)

It is possible to define two constant gains as:

, ,
,

,
,

1 2
2

1
2

DAB
i i DC i

k i

DAB
V i i i

k i

TG V
L n

TG
L n

(20)

Hence the final expression of the output voltage loop is:

, , ,
11

N
o

o i i V i DC i
io o

R
V s G G V

R C s (21)

In such control system, oV is the controlled variable, i is 
the input, ,DC iV is considered as an external disturbance and 
RoCo is the plant time constant. The small signal model of the 
DC/DC power conversion stage is represented in Fig. 6.

III. PROPOSED CONTROL SYSTEM 

With regard to the case study represented in Fig. 2 and to 
the control features shown in Fig. 3, the overall control system 
of the first two stages of the ST can be designed as proposed 
in the following.

A. CHB converter control system

The basic control functions of the CHB converter are the 
DC voltage control and the AC current control. The outer DC 
voltage control loop provides the reference to an internal 
current control loop as shown in Fig. 7. Details about the CHB 
converter modulation can be found in [4]. Processing a single-
phase sinusoidal current, the P+Resonant (PR) controller is a 
good choice for the inner current loop as already demonstrated 
in [42]. 
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Fig. 6. Small signal model of the DC/DC power conversion stage.

The proportional and resonant gain of the PR controller can 
be tuned to achieve optimal damping (damping factor 

0.707) and short settling times corresponding to an 
overshoot around 5% in the step response [43]. In this 
hypothesis a second-order transfer function can be used as a 
good approximation of the current loop transfer function based 
on a PR controller:

2

*
2

2

2
3

2 2
3 3

g

g s
I

g

s s

I T
H s

I s s
T T

(22)

The outer loop is based on a PI controller and the 
parameters of the PI voltage controller can be tuned in order to 
decouple the internal current loop and the external voltage 
loop dynamics. The open loop transfer function of the overall 
DC voltage control loop is:

,1 1

1DC g

p i DC i z
V I

i g p

K T s NV T s
G s H s

T s I T s (23)

where Kp is the proportional gain, Ti is the integral time

constant. The design of the voltage control loop is made in 
order to obtain a dynamics which is ten times slower than the 
closed loop current dynamics at least. 

As first step, the PI integrator time constant Ti has been 
chosen equal to the plant time constant Tp. Considering a 
perfect pole-zero cancellation, the voltage open-loop transfer 
function in the Laplace domain is:

1
2DC g

p z
V I

i

K MN T s
G s H s

C s
(24)

If the current control loop is adjusted to be optimally 
damped, a first-order approximation can be useful when 
calculating the bandwidth of the system and when designing 
the voltage loop with a bandwidth smaller than the one of the 
current loop [43]:

_
1 1

3 1 6gI BW CC
s s

H s f
T s T (25)

Substituting the first-order current loop approximation of 
(25) in (24), a new simplified open-loop transfer function is 
derived:

1
3 1 2DC

pz
V

s i

K MNk T s
G s with k

s T s C (26)

Starting from (26), the closed-loop transfer function of the 
voltage controller is:

2

1
3 1DC

z
V

s z

k T s
H s

T s k T s k (27)

This equation shows the dependence of the closed loop 
transfer function on the value of Kp, which is the only tunable 
parameter to guarantee the bandwidth specifications.

The entire cascaded control system based on the small 
signal model of the CHB converter is represented in Fig.7. 

Fig.7. Control scheme of the CHB converter
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B. DAB converters control system

The main task of the DAB converters control system is the 
regulation of the common output voltage Vo to its reference 
value. The control scheme of the DAB converter is shown in 
Fig. 8. Starting from the equation of the DAB converters 
output voltage:

,
11

N
o

o V DC i
io o

R
V s NG G V

R C s (28)

a control law can be defined, which considers as the control 
variable and VDC,i as a measurable disturbance. The effect of 

the input voltage variations ,DC iV of the DAB converters on 
the output voltage Vo can be compensated introducing a feed-
forward action whose effect is added up with the feedback 
control. Just in this hypothesis, the DAB converters control 
can be decoupled by what occurs in the CHB converter. 
Hence, the control law results in:

*
,

1

11
o

o

N
V

p o o DC i
ii

G
K V V V

T s NG (29)

The final open loop transfer function is the following:

1
1

o

o

o

i o
Vo p

i o o

T s R
G s NG K

T s R C s (30)

where Kpo and Tio are respectively the proportional gain and 
the integral time constant. Choosing Tio equal to RoCo (pole-
zero cancellation), the closed loop transfer function HVo(s) is 
derived:

1( )

1
o

Vo DAB
o

DAB p

NG
H s with K

Cs
K K

(31)

It results in a first order system, with reference tracking and 
disturbance rejection capability depending on the value of the 
proportional gain.

C. DC voltage balancing control

The voltage balancing control is based on a PI controller for 
each DC-link. The phase shift angle for each DAB converter is 
corrected by subtracting the contribution of the voltage 
balancing controller i . This is shown in Fig. 8. Hence, in 
case of a ST with N power cells, the phase shift for each DAB 
converter can be calculated as:

, , ,
1,

1 11
N

i pBAL i DC i DC i
iBAL i

K V V
T s N (32)

where KpBAL,i is the voltage balancing proportional gain related 
to the i-th DC-link. TBAL,i is the voltage balancing controller 
integral time constant, which is tuned to guarantee zero 
steady-state error.

Considering also the acquisition and the PWM time delay, 
the open loop transfer function of the voltage balancing 
control between the i-th DC-link voltage and i can be easily 
derived by Fig. 8. It results in:

,

1
2 1

3 11 2
3

V o

o o
DC i i

DAB i

o op DAB

G Rs
G R C

V s
T C

ss s R CT T

(33)

Choosing TBAL,i = Tp and thereby cancelling the slowest
pole, the new open loop transfer function is:

,
, 1.5 1

pBAL i
BAL i

i DAB

K G
G s

C s T s (34)

Eq. (34) shows the relationship between the parameters of 
the DC voltage balancing controller and the theoretical model 
of the ST.

For a comparison of the control schemes, the voltage 
balancing control performed by the CHB is shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9 VDC,i is the DC voltage measured at the i-th DC-
link of the CHB converter, ig

* is the current reference and 
mBAL,i represents the contribution to the modulating signal of 
the i-th H-Bridge in order to balance the DC voltage.

Fig. 8. Control scheme of the ST DC/DC power conversion stage.
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Fig. 9. CHB control scheme in case the CHB is balancing the voltages.

The modulating signal for the i-th H-Bridge is defined as:

, , ,
1,

1 11 1
N

i pBAL i DC i DC i
iBAL i

m m K V V
T s N

(35)

where KpBAL,i and TBAL,i are respectively the proportional gain 
and the integral time constant of the i-th CHB cell voltage 
balancing controller. By varying the parameters, it is possible 
to regulate the control action.

The open loop transfer function of the voltage balancing 
loop GBAL,i(s) can be derived by Fig. 10, where the PI 
controller transfer function, the model of the PWM time delay, 
the inductive grid filter and the i-th DC-link model are taken 
into account:

, ,
,

1 1 11
2 1.5 1 1

i
BAL i pBAL i

BAL i s g g i i

RMG s K
T s T s L s R R C s

(36)

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

With the aim to validate the effectiveness of the proposed 
control structure and the theoretical models of the overall 
system, an experimental setup related to a small-scale ST has 
been built and it is shown in Fig. 11. Due to the experimental 
setup constraints, the first two stages of the ST consist of a 5-
level CHB converter connected to the distribution grid and 
feeding power to two DAB converters. The DAB power 
modules are parallel connected in output and they supply a 
resistive load. The H-bridges in the CHB converter and the 
DAB converters are based on DP25H1200T101616IGBT 
Danfoss module and the system is controlled with a dSPACE 
SCALEXIO platform based on three DS2655FPGA boards; 
each board is programmed with a FPGA Xilinx blockset 
toolbox. The power stage parameters are summarized in Table 
I.

A. CHB and DAB converters model and control validation

For the validation of the CHB model, the responses of the 
system to a reference voltage step ( VDC

*=10V) are compared. 
This is shown in Fig. 12, where the step is applied at t=1s and 
the small signal model response, the average model response 
and experimental results are compared. As it can be seen, the 
voltage provided by the real system tracks the response 
provided by the models.

Similarly, the responses of the DAB converter in case of a 
reference voltage step ( Vo

*=1V) have been compared by 
considering the output voltage provided experimentally and 
the results provided by the average and the small signal model 
in simulation. As in the previous case, the analytical results 
match well with the experimental results (Fig. 13). Finally, the 
effects of power variations on the DC-link voltages are 
analyzed: at t=0.5s the power processed by the first DAB
converter is increased and the power processed by the second 
DAB converter is reduced by maintaining constant the overall 
output power. It can be observed that the power step implies a 
transient voltage variation for each DC-link and the small 
signal model response tracks the average model without 
significant deviations (Fig. 14).

B. Performance comparison of the balancing solutions

Finally, a comparison between the performances of the 
proposed voltage balancing technique and the voltage 
balancing performed by the CHB is provided. Considering the 
open loop transfer functions of the balancing loops, as 
reported in (34) for the DAB converters and in (36) for the 
CHB converter, the crossover frequency provides information 
about the bandwidth and the dynamics. For the DAB 
converters stage the bandwidth has been designed in order to 
obtain a voltage balancing control as fast as the current control 
loop in the CHB stage (fBW_CC = 160 Hz). As a result, the 
phase margin is around 75°, which is a good compromise 
between robustness and dynamics. 

For a fair comparison of the two balancing controllers, the 
bandwidth of the balancing control loop in the CHB stage has 
been chosen in order to guarantee the same robustness (same 
PM). The result in this case is a low bandwidth (4Hz). If the 
target is to reach a bandwidth of 160 Hz, the balancing method 
in the CHB stage is unstable. This demonstrates the better 
performance of the proposed balancing method in comparison 
to the classical approach.

Fig. 10. Detailed voltage control scheme in case of voltage balancing in the CHB stage.
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Fig. 11. Small-scale ST experimental setup: AC/DC and DC/DC power 
conversion stage.

Fig. 12. CHB converter: response of the system in case of a reference voltage 
step VDC

*=10V (Tsettling= 100ms).

For the demonstration, the frequency responses of the two 
balancing controllers are shown in Fig. 15. A significant 
difference in the bandwidth (BWCHB=4Hz, BWDAB= 160Hz) of 
the two control systems and consequently in the disturbance 
rejection capability is observed. 

The voltage balancing control operated by the DC/DC 
power conversion stage of the ST exhibits superior 
performances than the voltage balance control operated by the 
AC/DC converter of the ST. This is because of the higher 
switching frequency in the DC/DC power conversion stage 
than in the CHB.

Fig. 13. DAB converters: response of the system in case of a reference 
voltage step Vo

*=1V (Tsettling= 10ms).

Fig. 14. DAB converters DC link voltages VDC,1 and VDC,2 in case of 
variations of the power processed by each cell.

Fig. 15. Comparison of the bandwidth for voltage balancing in the
CHB stage and in DAB converters stage.

The different dynamic performances can be observed also
in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively, where the DC-link 
voltages of the 5 level CHB converter are shown moving from 
a power balance to a power unbalance condition. Starting from 
PDAB,1=PDAB,2=1 kW , the DAB converters power reference 
are changed in PDAB,1=1,5 kW and PDAB,2=0,5 kW. As 
expected from Fig. 15, the response provided by the proposed 
control system is faster than the response of the voltage 
balancing performed by the CHB converter. 
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TABLE I
POWER STAGE PARAMETERS

Symbol Description Value

e Grid Voltage (RMS) 230 V, 50 Hz
Lg Filter Inductance (MV side) 3.8 mH

VDC,1=VDC,2 DC-Link voltage MV side 250 V
Vo DC-link voltage LV side 250 V

C1=C2 MV capacitance 930 
Co LV capacitance 920 
Ro Load resistance 32 

Lk,1= Lk,2 Leakage inductance MFT 63 H
n MFT turn ratio 1

fsw,CHB CHB switching frequency 3 kHz
fsw,DAB DAB switching frequency 12 kHz

Pn ST nominal power 2 kW
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Fig. 16. DAB converters voltage balancing control: DC-link voltages in case 
of a power step for DAB1 and DAB2 (simulation results).

Fig. 17. CHB voltage balancing control: DC-link voltages in case of a power 
step for the two H-Bridges (simulation results).

The simulation results are validated experimentally with 
experiments similar to those performed previously. Results are 
shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, respectively.

As expected from the simulation results, the transient 
behavior duration related to the balancing control in the 
DC/DC stage is shorter than the transient behavior duration 
related to the balancing control in the CHB stage and also the 
transient peak voltage is lower. It provides information about 
high rejection to external disturbances and it suggests using 
the voltage balancing method in the isolation stage rather than 
in the medium voltage stage. Remarkably, the experimental 
results fit the simulation results shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. 

Finally, Fig. 20 a) shows the output currents of the two
DAB converters before and after the change in the power 
references. Before the change in the reference, the output 
currents of the DAB converters have the same mean value and 
their ripples are canceling out each other. The overall output 
current is Io=8A. After the power variation, the output currents 
of the DAB converters are respectively: Io,1= 6A and Io,2 = 2A.
Because of the unequal power sharing between the DAB 
converters, the currents exhibit higher harmonic distortion
(Fig.20 b)). The increased distortion is the drawback of the 
presence of a circulating current path when the DAB
converters work with different phase shift, sharing a different 
power to the load.

Vdc,1
50 V/div

Vdc,2
50 V/div

100 ms/div

Vdc,1
20 V/div

Vdc,2
20 V/div

20 ms/div

Fig. 18. DAB converters voltage balancing control: DC-link voltages in case 
of a power step for PDAB,1 and PDAB,2 (Experimental results)

Vdc,1
50 V/div

Vdc,2
50 V/div

Vdc,1
20 V/div

Vdc,2
20 V/div

100 ms/div

50 ms/div

Fig. 19. CHB voltage balancing control: DC-link voltages in case of a power 
step for the two power modules (Experimental results).

V. CONCLUSIONS

One of the main issues in a modular ST is the DC voltage 
balancing among the power cells. In case of a three-stage 
architecture based on a CHB converter for the AC/DC power 
conversion stage and DAB converters for the DC/DC power 
conversion stage, the CHB converter is commonly in charge 
of the voltage balancing. However, looking at the overall ST 
system, it can be advantageous that the DC/DC power 
conversion stage is in charge of the DC voltage balancing, 
because in DC Smart Grids the power flow is commonly not 
balanced. With the proposed control technique, the dynamic 
performance of the voltage balancing is improved, ensuring a 
larger bandwidth than the traditional control method. It is due 
to the higher switching frequency of the DC/DC power 
conversion stage than the switching frequency of the AC/DC 
power conversion stage. 
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